
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:

Ottawa has their winter match on Saturday (Feb 19). Barrie has a match next Saturday (Feb 26)
and registration will open on Monday (Feb 20).Note that Burlington has moved their match back a
week to avoid the Family Day weekend and to allow the new (looser) covid restrictions to come
into effect. The match is now on Sunday (Feb 27). Registration details are on the web site.

 
With all that's been going on the last couple of years, we'd like to get an idea of how many might
attend the Regionals. Simply click on the appropriate link below to reply.

 Do you think you'll attend the Regionals this year in London? -   Yes    No    Maybe
 

Just a reminder to those of you with ads on the web site - if you sell your items, let me know so I
can adjust the ad accordingly. 

 
Rule Review (by Legendary Lawman and Serenity)

 
We know that shooting the wrong targets with the wrong firearm is a miss for each target engaged
with the wrong firearm.  Below are two related questions.

 
1.  Shooter does rifle and pistol sequence correctly, then picks up shotgun and proceeds to shoot
a pistol target that is located very close to the shotgun targets and the same shape as the shotgun
targets. They realize their mistake and shoot the four shotgun targets correctly.  The Match
Director calls a procedural for shooting targets out of order or wrong target and the Posse Marshal
agrees.

What is the correct call?
 

Answer: One definition of a ‘miss’ is engaging the wrong target with the wrong gun.  In the
explanation of procedurals, it states that a miss cannot cause a procedural.  Stage Conventions
allow a miss to be made up on the shotgun without penalty.  The shooter successfully engaged all
four shotgun targets.  Therefore, this is a No Call

 
2.  A second example of engaging the wrong target with the wrong firearm.  There are 5 pistol
Targets with 5 rifle targets farther out behind pistol targets.  The instructions are to double tap
sweep each set with the appropriate firearm, starting from the left.  The shooter double taps the
left-hand pistol target with the rifle.  Then the TO corrects them, steering them to the rifle targets. 
Where should the shooter be directed to start on the rifle targets? 

 
Answer: The shooter must start rifle round 3 on the second rifle target from the left.  Any rounds
hitting pistol targets are misses.  The TO was correct in redirecting the shooter to the second rifle
target.  If the shooter had started on any other rifle target it would have been a procedural as well
as the two misses on the pistol targets.  Think of it by rifle rounds.  Shooting correctly, the left rifle
target gets round one and two, the second rifle target gets rounds three and four.  Since the
shooter has already expended rounds one and two on the wrong target, round three (and four)
must go on the second target from the left.

 
Don't forget to check out the classifieds.
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You can get my latest covid updates here.
 

You can help support gun owners and fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such
as Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights , The Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The
 National Firearms Association or  The Gun Blog (among others).  

 
Next Matches:   Ottawa Feb 19; Barrie Feb 26; Burlington Feb 27

 

Details are on the OSASF Website
 Contact us here
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